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ABSTRACT

ptojectile tail fins on long rod kinetic energy (KE) penetrators serve the same purpose as
flctchings (feathcrs) {m an arrow, namely, they help align the projectile axis with its velocity vector.
This reduces the projectile's yaw and hence reduces its aerodynamic drag. In additfon, a low yaw angle
at target impact helps to m!lXimise the projectile's target penetration. It is typical for projectiles to e*it
the gun muzzle imd enter free flight at some ndn-zero.,..1w angle. Aerodynamic for4)es acting on yawed
tail fins create ~ stabilising torque about the projectile's centre of gravity (CG). This torque can be
increased by m*king the fin material lighter. Most conventional long rod penetrators fired from high
performa.nce guns have tail fins made from aluminium. However, aluminium can undergo catastrophic
oxidation (rapid burning) in-bore. Coating aluminium with AhOJ (hardcoat) prevents ignition of the
substrate, provided solid propellant grain impacts do not chip the brittle hardcoat off the surface. plastic
is lightel' tfian aluminium and less exothermic when oxidized. Therefore, other factors aside, it is
conceivabl~ that plastic fins could increase projectile stability while incurring less thermal erosion
than aluminium. However, thermal loads are not the only conc~m when considering plastic as an
alternative tail fin material. The mechanical strength of plastic is also a critical factor. This paper
discusse~ some of the succe~ses and failures of plastic fins, at least relatively thin-fins, for use as KE
stabilisers. /

I. INTRODUCTION I t

Sub-calibre long rod prpjJctiles utilise kinetic

energy (KE) to impart damage to tqe tirget. The

more ,aligned the rod aX!is is to its velocity vector

(i.e. the smaller the yaw antle), the less KE is lost
I

to aerodynamic drag. In a~dition, the lower the yaw

angle at target impact, the more armour it will

penetrate. Hence, stabilising the penetrator , to
favour a minimum yaw angle is an imp.ortant factor

in damaging the target..

Most KE penetrators maintain flight stability

by using near-full-calibr~ ta~l fins that extend from,
the base end of the projectile. It is typical for

projectiles to lexit the gun muzzle and enter free

flight at some non-zero yaw anglet In free flight,
Rcceiv~25 Junel1997 t I I I

aerodynamic forces on yawed tail fins ~reate a

stabilising torque about the projectile's centre of

gravity (CG). The torque can be increased by

making the fin assembly as light as possible, since

this moves the CG further forward on the rod. The

most common KE fin material is al~minium, coated

with ap aluminium oxide surface layer (hardcoat)

(steel tail fins have been used sucessfully, but are

not favoured,because of their weight). The hardcoat
I

provides considerable, but not complete, protection

from thermal erJsion.

Prior to launch, KE tail fins are buried within

the propellant bed of the ammunition cartridge

case. Afier propellant ignition I, but before muzzle

exit, the fins are exposed to high propellant gas
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Figure Experimental setup for testing candidate fin assemblies

mechanically, of plastic, guidance fins, at least

relatively thin plastic ffins, on long rod penetrators.
I

2. TEST PROCEDUIfE'
I

Tail fins on large calibre (bofe diameter) KE

penetrators are expected to function for at the most
3 s, or roughly 3-4 km downrange. Sincc targct

impact destroys the projectile, it is not possible to

physically examine the fins "fier firing. Some

information can be. obtaincd ~rom high-speed

photographs of the proje;ctile inflight. Additional

information can be gained f~om yaw card imprints

(the pattern .I~ft by the Rrojeciile after flying
thrqugh a thin, cardboard-like material placed

alo,g the line-of-fire). However, photographs and

yaw c!,rds does not pr?vide detailed infqrmiltion
about thc fin surface damage, cspecially that which

occurs :while the fin- is ip-bore. \

temperature (e.g. -3400 .K) and pressure

(e.g. -500 MPa) as well as propellant grain

impacts (- loo m/s). The relative motion between

the propellant grains and the fin creates a thermally

abrasive in-bore environment :that can remove

pieces of the aluminium hardcoat. Once the

hardcoat has been removed, a series of in-bore

events can produce rapid erosion of the exposed

aluminium substrate. Furthermore, where in-bore

fin erosion has taken place, th,at area is susceptible

to additional out-of-bore erosion from aerodyna.mic

heating as it travels downrange, particularly for

high velocity, long time-of-flight rounds. Not only
will the loss of fin surface ar~a reduce stability, it

will reduce accuracy because it does not occur
I

symmetrically on each fin blade.

Plastic is lighter than aluminium and less

exothermic when oxidized. Other factors aside, this

would imply that plastic fins could increase

projectile stability, while undergoing less thermal

erosion than aluminium. However, thermal loads

are not the only concern when considering pl~stic

as an alternative fin materiaJ. The mechanical

strength of plastic is also a critical factor. F or

example, when the projectile exits the muzzle at a

non-zero yaw angle, the reverse muzzle gas flow

can potentially bend the fins beyond their yield

point, leading to fin fracture, decreased rod

st.ability, and consequently, loss of projectile

accuracy.

To obtain detailed information about the

cffccts of in-qorc hca'ling, alonc, a ~pccial tcst

fixture was d~signed. Rather than fly the fins

downrange, th~ candidate tail fi, assembly (hub
antl plades) is attached to th~ end of a

(bayooet-type) igniter tube, which extbnds from the, I
base of a standard I20jmm (calibre) combustible

cartridge case, as shotn in Fig. I. In this

configuration, the fin assem?ly remains in the gun

chamber during and after th~ firing event, and is,

therefore, available for pbst-firing inspection.
Essentially, all of the propellant must palss through
the static fin assem bly. Hence, the fins ar(t exposed

to more of the abrasive aJtion of the two-phase

(propellant gas and solid ~raiq) flow than they

The results ~resented here highlight some of

the successes and failures, both thermally andI
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SABOT PETAL 1

I M- 73& PROJ~CTILE

i

Figure 2. High speed photograph of M-735, just after sa~t discard, -9 m downrange from muzzle

would bc if tl~cy wcrc at~achcd to the end of the

projectile, moving dowlJ-bore along with the
propellant. Nevertheless, j subjecting the fins to

thermal conditions that are more extreme than
..

those incurred in a conventional launch provides a

rigorous test for evaluating the in.:bore success or
..

failure of candidate fIn materials.

though 105 mm amm unition uses propellant with a

slightly cooler flame temperature than 120 ,mm

ammunition (e.g. -~ooo K versus -3400 K), the

launch acceleration, m uzzle exit velocity , and

exposure to unev~n muzzle exit pressure is

virtually the same in the two-gun calibres, which is
the emphasis of the dynamic test phase.

Post-firing assessment of the candidate fin

performance was bAsed on high-speed free flight

photographs (e.g. Fig. 2) and downrange yaw cards.
In some cases(when -the fins failed), it was possible

to obtain microscopic (using a scanning electron

microscope (SEM) inspection of post-launched fin
pieces found on the ground near the mlLZzle.

3. PROTOTYPE FIN DESIGNS

.,
The projeGti,le fired in the static fin test

configuration is a, slug round with a portion of its

stabilising tail bo6m removed to provide space for

the test fin asse,mbly to be attached to the end of

the igniter tub~. Standard 120 mm ammunition

propellant was used to launch the modified slug at
the same muzzle velocit>, as ~ typical 120 mm

projectile, Inspection of the post-fired fin included

assessment of the fin s'i'rfa~e Icondition (e,g.

breakage, warping, mblting, etc) and aI
measurement of blade thickness, bafore versus

after firing, to determ.inelthe exterit of erosion.
I

Based on the ~tatic lest re.sults, several of the

more 'successful' alternative fin designs were ,

selected for dynamic (normal launch) testing, An

M-735, 105 mm (calibre) KE projectile, ~hown

entering free flight in Fi'g. 2, was' chosen as the

test-bed projectile (or carrying the candidate fin

assembly downrange*. The basis for choosing a
105 mm carrier projectile, as opposed to a 120 mm

projectile, Was economics: the M- 735 being lessI
expensive than a, comparable 120 mm round, Even
.The discar ing, full-calibre sabot petals shown in Fig,2 provide if

after launc is due to differential aerod~namic drag,
I

Three types of hi~h temperature plastics were

examined for use as molded tail fins; they were:

polyketones, polyimides and phenolics. Fins were
made from these resins with and without fibre

fillers. In general, there are advantages and

disadvantages of fibre reinforcing of the fin. For

example, a thin fin made from unfilled resin may

be tough enough t? absorb-without breaking-the

short duration in-bore stresses created by

propcllani grain impacts, but it may flex beyond its
elastic limit when subjected to the longer duration

out-of-bore stresses created by uneven muzzle exit

~ssU!res. Ad~!ng chopp~~-!i~ to ~l~cted
bore support 'for the sub-calibre KE rod; sabot seperation from the rod
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were less than the standard aluminium fin was to

begin with the thinnest conceivable fin (saving the

most weight and aerodynamic drag,) then, if

necessary to increase fin 'strength, open up the mold

(an iiTever~ible step). However, due to unforeseen
budget cutbacks to this ~roject, the strategy of

progressing from ,hin to thicker fins was never

completed beyond the I second mold iteration,
1'.52 mm, which was s~ill,roughly one-half the

typical aluD1inium fin thickness. The test matrix for

materials and dimensions' is summarised in Table 1.
1

Table I. Te~t matrix for candidate fin assemblies
I

Injection molded Compression

molded

L~ng fibre prepregUnfilled resin

--
PEl hub and

blades (1.02

mm thick)

Short fibre-filled
resin

PEl, reinforced
with 6.4 mm long
carbon fibres in
hub and blades
(1.02 mm thick)

PAI!K

blades

and I.

thick}

resin to strengthen it against asymmetric muzzle,

exhaust flow also increase its brittleness, in some

cases, to the extent that in-bo~e propellant grain

impacts may chip a thin, fibre-filled bl~de. Filling

the resin with longer fibres (e.g. by hand laying a

broad cloth into the mold prior to processing) Imay

increase the strength of a thin blade to the point

where it is no longer chips in-bore or breaks out of

bore. But with this solution, the simple,

inexpensive process of injection molding the fin is

no longer possible.

Injection molded fins were made from either a

polyimide, or, one of two polyketones. In

particular, the m aterials selected for injection

molding were: polyetherimide .(PEl) ,from General

Electric Co., polyetheretherketone (PEEK) from

ICI, and polyaryletherketone (PAEK) from BASF

Corp. In addition to fabricating unfilled fin

assemblies from these t~re.e thermoplastic

materials, some PEl and PEEK fins were 40 per

cent filled with chopped carbon fibres to increase

their strength, while some PAEK fins were 30 per

cent filled with short strand~ of E-glass, for the

same purpose.
,

Compression-molded fin~ were made from

several broad cloth materials pre-imprcgnated with

phenolic resin having one or more additives. In
particular, the materials selected for the comptes-

sion-molded fins were chosen from ICI's Fiberite

line of ablative broad goods used in the aerospace

industry. They were: MX-4600 (a polyaniide

modified phenolic resin with -10 ~m diameter

E-glass fibre reinforcement), MX-2646

(a polyamide-modified phenolic resin with -10 ~m

diameter silica fibre reinforcement), and MXBE-

55 (an elastomeric-modified phenolic resin with

hollow E-glass fibre reinforcement, -10 ~m

diameter).

r
, MX-4600

.(polyamide-modified

',phenolic).
reinforced with a

,
glass fi bre

broadcloth in hub

and blades (1.52

mm thick)

PEEI<;:, reinforced MX-2646

with 6.4 mm.long (polyamide-modificd

carbon fib,es in phenolic), I

hub and blfldes reinforced with a

(1.02 mm thick) silida fibre
I broJdclolh in hub

and blades (1.52
I mm thiqk)

~AEK,reinforced MXBE-55

IWith 6.4 mm long (elastomeric-modified

glass fibres in hub pRenolic).

and blades (1.02 reinforced with a

I and 1.52 mm thick) glass (ibre

I broad<\loth in hub

and bla~~s (1.52

mm thick)
I

RESULTS4

The outcome from the static fin te~t can be

grouped as follows: The poslt-fired fins were either

(i) significantly eroded; (ii~ fractured (chipped);

(iii) warped; or (iv) virtually unJamaged,)with the

exception of a fairly uniform, but minor qegree of

ablation. Their results are summarised inl Table. 2
,

and the results for standard aluminium fin are also

included for comfarison.

In addition Ito differences in composition,

strength was also changed by varying the thickness
of the fin blades. Two fin thicknesses were

examined: 1.02 mm and 1.52 fnm. For comparison,

th.e aluminium fin on the M- 735 KE projectil~ is

3.18 mm thick at \he base of the fin, where it joinsI
the hub, and 2.03 mm thick at the tip of the fin. The

rationale for selecting plastic fin thicknesses that
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I I

Table 2. Assessment of static firing test res~lts

I
As re-sults in Table 2 reveal, two of the

statically tested fins incurred erosion damage, one

of them being the standard aluminium fin. As

reported by Bundyl, ~t at, and shown in Fig. 3,I
erosion of the aluminium fin is Imost severe at the.
leading edge, receding -1.0 .mm. A degree of

nonuniformity can also be seen along the fin edge,
j

varying from one blade to the next. The streak-Iike
I

patterns extending downstream from the fin edge

are deposits of Al20J resulting from the

vapourisation and subsequent loxidation of the

aluminium substrate at the leading edge.

Erodcd

M- 735 j MXBE-~5

aluminu~ (Fig.4(b))

fin t

(Fig. 3)

MX-264q PEl, ' PAEK, PAEK, both

(Fig. 4(a)) ! fibre-filled fibre-filled unfilled and

hub and hub and. fibre-filled

blades, blades, hub and

1.02 mm thi~k 1.02 mm thick blades,

(Fig. 5) (like Fig. 6h 1.521mm thick

I (Fig. 8)
Erosion of the compressiori-molded .MX-2646

fin in Fig. 4(a), was far worse than shown in Fig. 3
.

for the aluminium fin. Roughly 50 per cent of the

fin height was eroded (erosion also occurred in the

width of the fin; perpendicular to the plane of
I

view). It appears (note mic~ograph inset) that

rclatively largc picces of the silica crossweave were

P~EK, fibre-

filled hub and

blJdcs,
1.02 mrn

thick (like

Fig.5)
,
.

\ DI~ECTION OF T\1\()-PHASE FLOW

I
IGNITER-FIN

ADAPTER

ORIGINAL BLADE

BOUNDARY,
-1 mm

\/EROSION ..

\\ ,, \ 1
'i

AI2O3

, DEPOSITS
-, FROM

\ OXIDIZED
J

1\\ ALUMINIUM

!'\\ EDGE
" '\ VAPOURS

\

BEFORE STATIC FIN TEST AFTER

Figure 3. Static firing test result for the standard Mi.735 aluminum fin
-

.In the static fin test for C:ompression-molded fins thiee diffcrent thermoset resins werc tcstcd simultaneously by pinching the root of each
blade into a multijawed steel-collet, which was attached to the end of the igniter tube (Fig. I). 477
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a!

REGION HELD IN COLLET

RESIN

r I

I
I
I
I
I

"

MELTED HVLLOW

GLASS FIBRE~

,-
--

~

b) ...,
FRACTURED AT BLADE-COLLET JUNCTION

,

Figure 4. Static firing test results for (a) MX-2646 and (b) MXBE-55 compres~ion-mol~d, fibre-rnled, thermoset resins (1.52 mm

blades). ,

extricated by the I com bustion event, leaving voids

in the blade surface and increasing exposure of the

unreinforced pheholic to the two-phase flow. It is

likely that the exp6sed phenolic matrix was simply
I

chipped away by propellant grain impacts.

Thc comprpssion-moldcd MXUE-55 .fin
!

showed less erosion (Fig. 4(b», than the MX-26,46

fin .(Fig. 4(a», but is probably unacccptable as a fin

material since it fractured at the blade-collet

junction. It is speculated that thc hollow glass

fibres did not add sufficient strength, nor the

elastomer sufficient toughness, to prorent large

scale mechanical failure. Even though melted
,

E-glass fibres were found Ion the blade surface,

fibre bundles appeared to remain within the matrix,

impeding erosion longer in 'this 'composir than in

that of Fig. 4(a). Thc fin width dimin,ishcd by

-0.05 mm on each side, the equivalent of perhaps

four to five layed~ of 10 ~m fibres.
1

Another fin ht aterial fractur~d in the static test
t

was inJection-molded PEl, w,ith carbon fibre

reinforcement in the hub and 1(1.02 dtm thick)
!
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FIN BlADES"

CHIPPED OFF,

LEAVING SMALL

FRAGMENTS AT

FIN-HUB JUNCTION

BEFORE STATIC FIRING AFTER

Figu~e 5. Static firin~ test resylt for PEl resin with 40 % carbon fibre filler (1.02 mm blades)

blades (F,g. 5). Th!e, appearance of rather
.

sharp-edge1 fin fragments, whereJ the roof of the

blade joins the hub, implies that the loss of fin

blades is mokt likely due ~o I chipping. from

propellant grain impacts. Finallyl as recorded in

Table 2, t~e 1.02 mm inje'ction-molded PEEK fins,

with carbon fibrc fillcr also fractured in the static

test. The fin\ loss was ~omplete, m uch like that

show~ in Fig. 5. I

(1.52 mm thick) (Fig. 7) and the short fibre-filled

and unfilled PAEK injection-molded fins (1.52 mm

thick) as shown in Figs 8(a) & 8(b), respectively).

Unlike the more brittle, fibre-filled , PEl,

unfilled PEl resin ~ppears (Fig., 6) to be lough

enough to resist fr~cture from propellant grain

impacts. Howe,ver, the fin blades were left warped

by the static' heating event. Apparently, the

remaining blade material (eroded in thickness from
I

1.02 mm to -0.71 mm ) absorbed enough heat to be

stressed beyond its elastic limit by thermal
I.

softening. Likewise, 'a similar level of heating and

erosion 1eft the injectionL.moldcid, fibre-filled, 1.02

mm PAEK fins warpe~, Iboking like those in Fig. 6.

I The SEM micrograph in Fig. 7 reveals melted

and c.oalesced E-glass fibres' separating from the

underlying reinforcement. Thickness measure-

ments'indicate that-- 0.07 mm of the glass and resin

matrix was eroded from each side. Unlike the

MXBE-55 fin, th'e 10 Jim gla.ss fibres in the

MX-4600 blade w~re solid, this, in conjection with

a difference in modifiers, increased the strength of

the blade, preventing fin damage like that which

occurred in Fig. 4(b ). It is worth noting that the

MX-2646 fin has ihe same resin arid modifier as

MX-4600-but different fibres (silica versus

E-glass)-yet, the MX-2646 fin failed catastro-

phically «Fig. 4(a) in comparison to Fig. 7».

There were thrce plas~ic fins that survived the

static-heating test with 'virtually no cJamage. They

were the MX-4609 compressibn-molded blade

Increasing the blade thickness of the

thermoplastic PAEK resin to 1.52 mm substantially

improvcd thc rcsulls (Figs 8(a) and 8(b» (with and

without fibre filler, respectively), As shown, there

was virtually no damage to fin assembly after the
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f
,

f
\

'AFTER
BEFORE

,
Figure 6. Static firing test result for unfilled PEl ~esin (1.02,mm biades)

tc~

FUZED GLASS

!

the blades as it had for the tltinner ('1.02 mni) PAEK
I

fin assembly. I

Out of the three fin materials that were

virtually undamaged by the static f~ring ,test, the,
lightest was the unfilled PAEK fin assembly (hub
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I

I

1

(b)la)
I I

Figure 8. Static firing test result for (a) PAEK resin reinforced with 30% E-glass fibres and (b) unfilled PAEK resin (both had 1.52 mm

thick blades). I
j I

and blades) at 70 g. t~e filled, PAEK was ~Iightly

heavier (7' g) followed 'by the MX-4600 ( II p g).
I

All of the", were considerably ligHter thanl the 175

9 standard M-735 aluminium fin. I
I

5.

As indicated by the c,olumn headings in

Table 3, there were no unequivocal successes

among the fin designs tried. However, there were

occasions when individual fin assem blies flewI
downrange with littlc or no apparent damage.

Before discussing I the occasional. successes, the

unsucccssful dcsigns nrc discussed.

One of the most complete failures in the

dynamic firing test was the compression-molded
I.

MX-4600 fin assembly (Fig. 9). In spite of the

static firing success of ths polyamide-modified

phenolic, with glass fibre broad cloth reinforce-

mcnt, the broad cloth lay-up dclaminated and was

shrcd into hundrcd of tiny pieces after it left the

muzzle. One explanation for the failure is that high

pressure propellant gases entered into the
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Figure 9(a). High speed downrange photograph, and (b) downrange yaw cJrd impril1t or M-735 rod launched witk MX-4600 fins
, I

t II
interstitial cavities and voids betwecn the fibres respect to the reverse m 1zz1e exhaust flow, which

and rcsin whilc thc asscmbly rcmaincd in-borc, but is almo6t ccrtain to thc casc, thcn thc dynamic

did not escape fast enough, once out-of-bore, to pressure from this fl'ow cah bend the fin blades

avoid exploding ,the part. Evidence that the failure beyond their yield point. This would
j xPlain the

occurred out-of-bore was bascd on the fact that large num ber pf broken fin tips found on the ground

onl~ a small frac!ion of the ~ragments showcd si~ns downrange from thc muzzl9' one of whicl\ is shown

of m-bore expo~ure to high tempcratures (I.e. in Fig 10. The SEM micrograph of the fin tip

melted or charred surface fil?res). surface indicates tha~ the blade 'surface is softened

by the in-borc transient hcating. It apfcars that

when propellant grain fragmcnts hit this foft laycr,

they leave crqter-iike imprirtts. Flat-bottomed

cratcrs imply that thc plastic is not thcrmally
I

softened, to the point of beingl inelastic, below a
t

certain'depth, in his case -0.03 mni:. Thickness

measurement of,the fin tragments revebled that -

.0.05' mm of surfade material was erode~ from each

side of the baldes; this is abut one-thi~d thc level

of erosion that occurred in the static firing test.
I ,

Even though the loss of fin surface area was

not complete in Fig. 10, it was significant to the
.,

extent that it would be unacceptable in terms of the

effect. it has on destabilising the round, which .is
.oborne out by the high yaw angle of- 15 near 30 m

from the muzzle. The unfil'l.ed PAEK fins gave the

Notc that thc rod in Fig. 9 is flying downr,angc

with a yaw anglCjof- 5° at 5-6 m, from the muzzlc.

Although this is 'not an unusually large yaw angle

at this location (c.g. it is similar in sizc to lhat

shown in Fig. 2 for thc standard M-735), a fraction

ofa second latcr, at 41 m from the muzzle, the yaw

card indicates that the angle has increased to at

least 45°. This unacceptably hi'gh angle shows, by

counter example, how important fins .~re to

stabilising the rod and keeping thc yaw angle small.

The fin assem bly fabricated by injection

m.olding PAEK, containing 30 per cent short glass

fibres, was a borderline failure b~cause in no cases
,

did it enter free flight without some fin damage,

like that shown in Fig. 10. It is speculated that if
I.

the KE rod has some non-zero angle of attack wIth
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POSTULATED

PROPELLANT

GRAIN

IMPACT

CRATER
THERMALLY

SOFTENED

PLASTIC.

EST. DEPTH

-0.03 mm

Unlike figs 2 and 9,- the yaw angle at -7 m from

the muzzle in Fig. II is small, < 1° and was

probably small at muzzle exit. This would suggest

that dynamic pressure loads were probably small at

muzzle exit, which could help explain why there
I

was not only no-fin-chipping, but very little fin-

flexing. Furthcrmore, the continucd low yaw angle~

at 4q m and 53 m from the mu.zzle (indicated by

the near circular yaw card impacts) demonstrates

that thc fin is serving to maintain flight stability of

the rod.

CONCLUSIONIS &

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.

I
.most promising results. qut of twd fin assemblies

tested, high I speed phol~graphs and yaw card

imprints shoied that one assembly Ipst two of six

fin tips due to fracture, with the remaining foJr tips

exhibiting extrefue flexure. Howe;ver, the other

PAEK fin assembly flew dow.nraltge essentially
~

undamaged,1 as shown in Fig. 11. The yaw cards, al

41 m and 53 m from the muzzle, reveal that all fins

are full span aqd none are :chipped. There appears

to be a slight flexing of some blades as indicated

by the s'mall curvature in lhe yaw card silhouette.

(It is presumed that the blades are flexing beciuse

no permanent warping was observ~d in the. mlare

intense thermal envirop~ent of static firing).

It has been. specultlted that the initial yaw
I

nngle. rclative to thc rcvcrsc muzzlc cxhallsl now

contriblllcs la th« loss of fins, duc la bending of lhc

blades by asymn~ctric dynamic prcssurc loads.

This rcport highlights thc study of plastic fins

for liSC on long rod ~E pcnclralors. An M- 735, a

105 J11J11 round wilh a J11l1zzlc cxit vclocity of

-16QO m/s, was choscn as thc carricr projcctile for
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Figure 11. High speed photograph or an all-~astic (PAEK) fin assembly on a carrier M- 735 long rod Renetrator

test comparisons, Several types of plastics were thickness (strength), However, lack of 'continuing

evaluated, from specialised compre~sion-molded funds halted the programme, at the s'econd fin

broad clothes, pre-impregnate~ with thermoset thickness iteration, which was still only one-half
1 ,

resins (like those used in the aerospace industry), the ~tandard aluminium fin thickness,

to more general purpose injection-mol~ed Nevertheless, a great deal was learned about the use

engineering-type thermoplastics (such as PEEK). of plastics for this applicati'on,

The long range planning of the programme Eight-candidate' fin "later.~ls were chosen for

was to start with thin-molded fins, roughly testing, Of these eight, only three performed better
,

one-third the blade thickness of the standard than aluminium ,n resisting in-bore damage from,
aluminium fin, then open up the mold (an the two-phase propellant' now (as determined in

1
irreversible step) as necessary, to increase the blade static-fire testi"1g,) These three then unaerwent

/

'-1
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uniform erosion of- 0.15 mm, whereas, for the

aluminium fin, the leading edge regression was 1

mm, and it varied frolD blade to blade. (Recall,

non-uniform erosion creates non-uniform aero-

dynam ic forces, which increases amm unition

dispersion).

I
further testing by laun9hing them on a carrier

M- 735 rod. Of the three, only one was occasionally

successful in stabilising the jrod with no appreciable

thermal erosion or mecpahical damage (bent or

chipped fins); it was mjlde' from an

injection-molded, unfilled thermoplastic-PAr;K
from BASF Corp. I

There is, however, considerable latitude fot
,

improvement of the 'occasionally success(ul

design' without exceeding the drag and weight

penalties of the standard al"uminium fin. For

example, it is believed that going from the current

1.52 mm, straight-cut PAEK fin to a 2-3 mm,
I

tapered-cut, (from tip to root) ~AEK fin, would

provide the necessary margin of safety to ensur~ a

damage-frr trar\sition to free flight. Since such a

shape is roughly the same I as the basfline

aluminiul11j fin, thete wouJd not belany benefit from

reduced drag, but the PAEK fiq would pffer a

wcight saving: wcl:ighing only 56-60 pcr ccnt as
much as its aluminium counterpa~t. (Rccall, a .fin

weight reduction improves flight ~tability becauseI
it movesl the CG forward, which increases the

stabilisin~ moment!. Most importantly, the test

results showed t~at therma~ erosion for such a

plastic fin would be fhr less-and more uniform

whcre itl does occurLthan for a comparable

aluminium/fin. For example, from the static firing

test, it was shown that the PAEK fin had a fairly

In general, this study proved that a thin

(one-half as thick as the standard 2-3 mm

alufuinium fin), lightweight ( 40 per cent as heavy

as the standard 175 9 fin), all-plastic (PAEK) fin

assembly'can stabilise a large calibre (105 mm)

long road (Mr 735 ) KE penetrator with virtually no

in-bore thermal erosion (- 0.05 mm. surface

regression). However, to prevent out-of-bore

mech,nical fin damage (bent or chipped blades), it

appears that either the rod must exit the muzzle at

small yaw angles, or the plastic fin blade must be

made thicker. Hence, the critical factor in plastic

fin desigri is not thermal erosion, as one might

expect, but rather, it is the ability to flex without

breaking in the reverse muzzle exhaust flow.
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